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The Characters
Nemorino – tenor
A poverty stricken romantic who is in love with Adina.
Adina – soprano
A beautiful and wealthy land owner.
Dr. Dulcamara – bass-baritone
A rather amateur doctor, who pretends to have invented a love potion
in order to make some money.
Belcore – baritone
An arrogant soldier who would like to marry Adina.
Gianetta – soprano
A local girl who becomes attracted to Nemorino after his uncle dies.

The Plot
Overview: L’elisir D’amore (the Elixir of Love or the Love Potion) was composed in
1832. This is a new production for the 2007 Glyndebourne on Tour and is directed
by Annabel Arden.
Set amongst the olive groves of southern Italy, this is a comic opera which tells the
story of a love rivalry between Nemorino, a pauper with a passionate heart, and
Sergeant Belcore, who is a charming womaniser with an inflated ego. They vie for
the heart of the beautiful, self-assured Adina, who is looking for a grand passion,
reflected in her fascination with the story of Tristan and Isolde.
Donizetti’s orchestral writing alternates between joyful tunes and soaring melodies
which perfectly complement this charming opera.

Synopsis
Act I - Adina’s farm
Nemorino, a poor peasant, has fallen in love with Adina, a beautiful landowner,
and is tormented by her constant indifference. He hears Adina reading the
passionate legend of Tristan and Isolde to her workers; he is convinced that a love
potion akin to the legend
will gain Adina’s love for
him. He is also jealous of
Sergeant Belcore who
openly proposes marriage
to Adina who neither
accepts nor refuses him.

The village square
The traveling quack
doctor Dulcamara – who
proclaims himself as ‘Dr.
Encyclopedia’ - arrives in
the village, selling his
bottled cure-all to the
villagers. Having been
told by Adina that she will never love him, Nemorino innocently asks Dulcamara
if he sells anything like the love potion in the ‘Tristan’ legend. Dulcamara says he
does, selling it to Nemorino for the entire contents of his pockets. Unknown to
Nemorino, the bottle is filled with
nothing but wine. Dulcamara tells
Nemorino that the potion will take a day
to take effect, giving the quack doctor
time to make his escape. Nemorino
drinks it, and is convinced that its effects
are instantaneous.
Emboldened by the love potion
Nemorino approaches Adina, and
although she continues to tease him, the
audience senses that she returns some of
the feelings that he has for her.
Nemorino's confidence that tomorrow he
will win Adina with the aid of the love
potion causes him to treat her with
indifference.
This upsets Adina and in an attempt to hide her feelings she ups the ante by
agreeing to the Sergeant's suggestion that they marry before he leaves with his
regiment the next morning. Nemorino is shattered by the news and cries out for
Doctor Dulcamara to help him.

Act II - Inside the farmhouse
The act begins at Adina’s wedding party. Dr. Dulcamara is there and along with
Adina, they perform a song to entertain the guests. The notary arrives to make the
marriage legally binding. Adina is saddened by Nemorino’s absence. When
everyone goes inside to sign the wedding contract, Dulcamara stays outside and he
helps himself to food and drink. Nemorino appears and having seen the notary, he
realizes that he has lost Adina. He sees the Doctor and begs him for a love potion
that will work immediately. But when he discovers that Nemorino has no money,
the Doctor refuses and he disappears inside. The Sergeant emerges alone, and he
reveals to the audience that Adina has put off the wedding by wondering aloud she
has done so. Nemorino spots Nemorino, but is powerless to act. The Sergeant asks
Nemorino why he is so dejected. When Nemorino reveals he has no money, Belcore
suggests that if he signs up to the army he'll be paid immediately. He produces a
contract that Nemorino immediately signs with an X and Belcore gives him some
money. Nemorino privately vows to find Dulcamara to get more potion, while
Belcore reflects how easily he got rid of his rival by sending him off to war.

The village square
Later that evening the women of the village are gossiping that Nemorino has just
inherited a large fortune from his deceased uncle and he is unaware that he has
done so. They spot a drunken Nemorino who bought and consumed a large
amount of ‘love potion’ – once again simply a bottle full of wine - from Dr.
Dulcamara. They approach Nemorino with overly friendly greetings. This
convinces Nemorino that the love potion has worked. Adina sees Nemorino in this
happy mood and, encountering Dr. Dulcamara, she wonders what what has caused
this happy mood. Dulcamara, unaware that Adina is in fact the subject of
Nemorino’s affections, tells her of smitten man who spent the last of his money
and signed himself up to the army in order to get his hands on a love potion to
gain the affections of a cruel beauty. Adina immediately realizes that Nemorino's
affections were truthful and she falls in love with him and regrets the times when
she teased him. Dulcamara sees this behavior as an ailment that requires one of his
potions to cure it.
They depart and
Nemorino appears alone
and he reflects on a tear
that he saw in Adina's eye
when he ignored her earlier.
Based on that tear alone, he
is sure that Adina loves
him. She enters, asking him
why he is leaving village
after signing up to the
army. When Nemorino says
that he wishes to seek a
better life, Adina tells him
he is loved, and that she

has
bought
his
military
contract
from Belcore. She
asks him to take the
cancelled
contract,
and with it his
freedom. She also says
that if he stays in the
village that he will no
longer be sad. As he
takes the cancelled
contract Adina turns
to leave. Nemorino
believes that she is
abandoning him and
he falls into a fit of
despair. If he is not
loved then the love potion has not worked and the Doctor has played him for a
fool. He then believes that he might as well go off to war and die as a soldier.
Adina stops him, confesses her love for him and begs his forgiveness for the years
of her teasing him. Nemorino is ecstatic and he forgives her with a kiss. Belcore
returns to find Nemorino and Adina in an embrace. Adina exclaims her love for
Nemorino. Belcore brushes it away, comforting himself with the view that there
are plenty of other women in the world. Dulcamara pops out of a doorway with his
bags, and he tells Belcore that he will happily provide elixir for the Sergeant's next
conquest. The gathered crowd bid a fond farewell to the doctor in the mistaken
belief that the love potion has done its job.

The Production
L’elisir d’amore was first produced at Glyndebourne in 1961. It was revived
in 1962 and 1967, and then sent out on tour in 1968. The pictures you see in the
synopsis above are taken from the 1968 staging. The cast list for this production
included a live donkey, and a donkey had to be found in each of the tour venues
for the walk on part pulling Dr. Dulcamara’s cart. The article below, published in
the Express in March 1968, gives an example of one of the donkeys the production
team managed to find for the performances in Manchester.

The image below was the production team’s design for the cart:

The History
The story of how L’elisir d’amore came to be written is copied without
question, embellished, improved – and related always as fact. The earliest and
possibly most reliable version comes in the study of Alborghetti and Galli, two
Bergomasque writers whose book on Donizetti and his master, Mayr appeared in
1871:
‘The management of the Canobbiana, the most important theatre (in Milan)
after La Scala, was in despair: a composer who had undertaken to write an opera had
failed to produce it, and there was only a fortnight to remedy the damage. The
impresario, at his wits’ end did not know which saint to turn to, unless it be
Donizetti… and rushed to ask him to refashion an old score of his, so as to have
something to offer the public.
“Are you being funny” replied the Maestro. “I am not in the habit of touching
up either my works or anyone else’s. Rather, see whether I have not the spirit to write a
brand new opera for you in a fortnight… send Romani to me!”
“I am obliged”, said the composer to the poet, with a smile, “to set a libretto to
music in a fortnight. I allow you one week to get the libretto ready for me. Let’s see
which of us sets to work with the best will.”
The collaborators decided on a plot that Scribe had written for Auber the previous
year. And a fortnight later, so the story goes - at any rate, on May 12th 1832 - the
curtain went up on the most successful comic opera that had appeared on the
Italian stage since Il Barbiere do Siviglia.
In 1832, Donizetti was 34. He had already composed forty operas, and in
1830 had set on his reputation with Anna Bolena. The year had opened for him in
Naples, where the San Carlo staged his Fausta. He was now in Milan for the
première of Ugo, Conte di Parigi on March 13th. The talk there was all for Bellini’s
new opera, Norma which had opened the season. As in 1830, where the Teatro
Carcano had commissioned operas from both Bellini and Donizetti, allotting them
the same librettist (Romani) and the same cast (Pasta, Rubini), so now, it seems
likely La Scala wished to spur the two composers by rivalry: the poems of both
Norma and Ugo are by Romani; both were sung by Pasta, Grisi, Donzelli and
Negrini. But Ugo ran into censorship difficulties; it had to be spoiled; Romani
removed his name from the title page of the libretto. Norma achieved 34
performances, and Ugo only four.
In Bellini’s letters there are many mean references to Donizetti; in
Donizetti’s, nothing but generous admiration for Bellini’s music. Towards the end
of his life, Bellini gloated that on the three occasions when the works came into
direct competition with Donizetti’s, his Sonnambula eclipsed Anna Bolena; his
Norma; Donizetti’s Ugo; and his Puritani. But he may have guessed that L’elisir
d’amore owed more than little to his Sonnambula. When we compare Romani’s
libretto with the Scribe one on which it was based, we may well feel that he had
deliberately set out to create in a new genre.

Romani put a note on the first edition of L’elisir to the effect that ‘the
subject is imitated from Scribe’s Philtre. It is a jest [scherzo], and as such is
presented to the gentle readers. How did Romani get on to it? Well, Scribe’s
libretti were regularly cribbed by the Italians. This same season one of the Scala
novelties, Pugni’s La Vendetta, was a re-write of the Scribe/Auber Muette de Portici
or Masaniello (and in his libretto Callisto Bassi gracefully acknowledged that
Romani would have made a better job of the adaptation). Two years earlier, when
he had also been called on for a libretto in a hurry, Romani had borrowed La
Sonnabula from a Scribe ballet scenario; there was nothing surprising now about
this turning to ‘Scribe’s latest’. Romani’s libretto is close to Scribe’s. It follows
him in detail scene by scene, sometimes line by line, even word for word. Indeed,
when reading the two operas in English translation, it is often hard to know which
is which. But Romani did make a few alterations to Scribe’s scheme, and they are
very important; they change the whole tone of the piece. Le Philtre is purely
comic. L’elisir is more than a brilliant comedy and is not just a jest.
Though one would not wish to go searching for ponderous significances, it
is indeed ‘la storia di Tristano’ in a rustic setting. The love potion did not cause
Tristan and Isolde to fall in love, but only brought to the surface the love that was
there; so the elisir d’amore works truly, by giving Nemorino confidence, by causing
him to shed self-pity and the hang-dog approach which had made his protestations
seem, to Adina, so tiresome. These are real people, this is human nature. High
spirits, wit and sentiment are held in perfect balance, and never was Donizetti’s
music more deft, more sparkling, or more beautiful. Some people would rate Don
Pasquale even higher, and it is a possible view; but that earth-bound libretto is no
match for Romani’s wonderful verses.
Adapted from Andrew Porter’s article in the 1961 Glyndebourne Festival Programme

The Composer
According
to
the
French
composer
Hector
Berlioz, ‘music for the Italians
is a sensual pleasure and
nothing more’. If any one
composer could be said to live
up to this prejudice it is
Gaetano Donizetti, a master of
opera as vocal exhibitionism.
His note-spinning melodramas,
which ensured their enormous
success during his lifetime,
soon became unfashionable
after his death. He was born in
Bergamo on November 29 1797
into a poor family with no
tradition in music, but was
fortunate enough to study for
ten years under the tutelage of
a local priest, Giovanni Simone
Mayr who never once accepted
payment for his services. Until
Mayr began to push some
Vatican commissions in his
direction, he was forced to take
commissions from wherever he could, whatever the theatre and whatever the fee.
When the Vatican commissions came his way he began to establish a provincial
celebrity. He came to the attention of La Scala in 1830 who subsequently
commissioned him to write Anna Bolena. This would be his first international
success. In 1832 he wrote L’elsir d’amore after various successes including most
famously Lucia di Lammermoor. By the end of 1830s he had become Italy’s preeminent composer.
Because of the constant interference of the censors, in particular after his
opera Poliuto was banned during rehearsals, Donizetti became tired with life in
Italy and in late 1838 he moved to France after he was beaten to the directorship
of the Naples Conservatoire by Mercadente. It took time for him to be accepted in
Paris but he won critical acclaim in 1840 with his popular comedy La fille du
Régiment and his most successful Grand Opéra La Favorite.
He became the Hofkapellmeister to the Hapsberg court in Vienna and for a
time was forced to divide his time between France and Austria, made all the more
unbearable by his worsening syphilis. His comic masterpiece, Don Pasquale
followed in 1843 but the following year he was confined to an asylum the following
year due to his worsening health. He was moved back to Bergamo where he died
on April 8th 1848, five months after his 51st birthday.

Gaetano Donizetti
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